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I WAS A TEACHER - I WON AN EXPERIENCE
by Mihaela. Stiopol, Aurelia PauneSCLI

It is the third finie I have the pleasure and honour to be with you and let you
Iformed on the thinking, tendencies, achievements and perspectives of the

lublic Information and Communication Programme n The Nuclear Field, in

Zomanla.
And for the second firrie the Subject matter I have chosen to present to

rou, Is related to the young generation.
My last year paper was titled "Teenagers and Nuclear Communicabons to

ind it included, among some other things, two questions:
-To whom sch an activity (the communication oe) should be addressed

it first? and
'Wat factors should be selected in order to perforn) and develop such an

louvity?.

The answers were sort. Based on some experiments onty, they were

ather theoretical but: even so, the future tendencies n e direction were yet

)bvious.
"The young ones represent that segment of the society and population

itways thirsty for information, willing to know more and nderstand better the

)henomena surrounding thein' .

Another remark I was making than, was referring to the "linking bridge" that

,an be accomplished starting with the very school years: enabling to y ung people

.0 know, to understand and even accept the nuclear wth ils entire complexity and

associated aspects.

And a last remark I will further consider', is tial the young people, by their

Avidness and spontaneity, can become equal partners in our activity to Inform

and promote the nuclear".

But, all these statements should also be substantiated and we have to see

Nhich is their degree of accuracy or better said, which is the practical aspect of

ftse remarks.

Even since the beginning I can say we started with "the right step". Before

establishing a "work plan", we were required to deliver ome lectures on nuclear

Briergy and mainly, on he uclear power plant at Ceniavoda.
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The interest of the teachers in schools, their desire to enlarge the children's
(novAedge, to offer hem other new things than the Manuals, directly combined
vith their own interest in the Subjects, constituted a great help to us and at the
3ame ff me, they encouraged us i our future activity.

As I have already mentioned the beginning had no strategy on its basis. Our
ectures addressed to an audience made-up of grammar-school pupils, hgh-
3chool pupils, vAth a general eucational profile, energetic profile high - schools,
nclusively.

The first conclusion of a practical activity was: he younger the audience,
-he higher the interest and criosity."

For the pupils in high - schools and mainly for those in senior classes, their
3oncern for their future rofession is decisive. There is sorne interest in the
iuclear problems but it is quite low. The pupils' iterest is mainly directed to the
iuclear power plant in Cernavodca, and to a certain dgree, to the future of the
iuclear energy. For this age 17 - 18 years) the interest in the issues discussed
s very tightly connected to their option in choo5ing their future profession.

Another aspec I could notice following to these experiments, was one

connected to the manner in which the young people, namely the senior classes in
ligh - schools, understand te nformation giver, in newspapers and on W

Since not always the information is correctly nd clearly released, the
Janger of ml&-reception and misunderstanding sorne gencral aspects as waf as
)articular aspects, such as the ones related to the nuclear power plant at
.0ernavoda, is sll existing.

So 3we were decided to continue Ur promotion aivity among the pupils.
::or that purpose, we gathered and elaborated a minimum aount of materials to
)elp, us to our lectures and experiments.

So 3now I would like to tell you briefly about arl Liflusual experience which
ilso offered us a great deal of satisfaction.

Not long ago, I was very pleasant to have been im4ted to a school in
3ucharest, in order to talk to the pupils there. They wre first class pupils, that
neans, they averaged 7 years old.

My first reaction was one of esitation since what could I have talked to
3ome kids viho could hardly know lhe alphabet and v4iose life experience was
3triotty connected to the children gmes -

So, having a computer and a short story titled The ABC of energy
sources", but particularly with hLJge emotion I came in front of those about 50 kids
n whose eyes, curiosity was ore than obvious.
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Frankly telling you, all my plans, all y reasons Y had in stock, have
suddenly lost any importance to me.

In a short story, imagined on the spot and completed by the animation on
the computer, have realty captured the kids' attention and finally, what had been
initially concieved as a monologue, ended to be a large and vivid dialogue.

In fact, y whole cenario, focused round the energy sources, was
constantly connected to facts the kids already knew LA Of their life - experience
during holidays at their grandparents or at home.

I don't want to miss the opportunity to mention the etraordinary impact
obtained on the kids when presenting the animation about the fission
phenomenon, on the computer. It was a real delight for all of them!

At the end of the the experiment, all the Vids were very gay and enchanted
by the news they had just learned.

Subsequently, I found ot they proudly went horne and boasted in front of
their parents about the extraordinary things tey knew.

As concerns me and y lleagues we felt like two "squeezed lemons" but
very happy Yvith our results.

And that was only the beginl7ing!
Starting #Ath the 7 years old kids, we passed to elder pupils, 9 up to 12

years old.. For thern, we prepared some other matetrials, games by whfch we
could test the aMOUnt and correctness of the knowledge they had got.

Finally, we addressed to the 13 and 14 years od pupils. With these pupils,
we had to higher the level of our lectures which, this time, was centred around the
main aspects of the nuclear energy.

Naturally, the coi e of our presentation was the Cernavoda NPP.
The pupils' quesbons evidenced their interest in the subject, the fact ftt

they were not for the first time confronted YAth that issue.
At the same time. we could trace some other Sbjects of interest, namely,

how hsafe a NPP is and epecially,, how safe Cemavoda NPP is.
Another subject discussed was related to nuclear wastes. 'Mat happens to
nuclear wastes and how can they be deposited."

In fact, these two isues were also of great iteres among the high - school
pupils where we organised some lectures and dialogues.

In the end, though few of the classes missed the lectures, we challenged
them to a drawing competition awarded with prizes, titied:'Mat do you know
about energy?"
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When establishing the therne, we had in views that for the youngest, nuclear
fission and nuclear nergy were not the ain subjects of the lectures and they
had been presented in te, general ra[Tiework of energy Urces-

When awarding te prizes, it was the turn of the. kids to be overwhelmed by
emotion. Participation was large and the selection of drawings was indeed very
difficult for us.

And, like with any other ompetition, there were winners and losers. But
nobody was diSCOUraged: the winners took their prizes and the others were
offered the possibility to present their drawings in exhibitions on the nuclear.

That was in short our experience with the pupils in a shool in Bucharest.
Now, since the new shool vear has already started, we have resumed our

activity in schools.
Our lectures are day-by-day ore organised ad better adapted to each

age and class.
We have already prepared new competitions of the"Mo knows, Wins"

type, Mth questions and answers arid of drawings, obviOLIsly awarded with prizes.
The results will indicate both the measure of our efficiency and the quality of

our work.


